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Downtown Revitalization Initiative 

Application Template 

Applications for the Downtown Revitalization Initiative will be received by the Regional Councils. Applicant 

responses for each section should be as complete and succinct as possible. Applications must be received by the 

Long Island Regional Economic Development Council by 4:00 PM on June 14, 2017.  Submit your application as a 

Word Document to LIREDC@esd.ny.gov.  

BASIC INFORMATION 

Regional Economic Development Council (REDC) Region: Long Island 

Municipality Name:  City of Long Beach 

Downtown Name:  Park Avenue Central Business District/Long Beach Boulevard Innovation District 

County:  Nassau 

Vision for Downtown. Provide a brief statement of the municipality’s vision for downtown revitalization. 

Enhance the already walkable and bikeable Central Business District (CBD), transportation hub and 

Innovation District by expanding our Complete Streets Initiatives and incorporating mixed use development 

including workforce housing, mixed income housing, commercial, and local government to provide high-

quality jobs and living to new and existing residents. 

Justification. Provide an overview of the downtown, highlighting the area’s defining characteristics and the 

reasons for its selection. Explain why the downtown is ready for Downtown Revitalization Initiative (DRI) 

investment, and how that investment would serve as a catalyst to bring about revitalization.      

At about 2 square miles, Long Beach is a highly compact and walkable City with higher densities than most 

of its Long Island counterparts. The Central Business District and associated Long Beach Blvd. Innovation 

District is the epicenter of the City’s activity, a vibrant year-round destination for the region due to its 

proximity to one of the country's cleanest beaches, boardwalk, shops, restaurants, growing arts and cultural 

environment, and multi-modal transportation hub connecting Long Beach to NYC/JFK via the Long Island 

Railroad (LIRR). Although severely affected by Superstorm Sandy, Long Beach is rebuilding stronger, smarter, 

and safer incorporating resiliency into all aspects of planning, and has become a model for other 

communities. Long Beach is seeing unprecedented private investment and job growth with potential for 

more as outlined in the current Comprehensive Plan draft. This funding would come at an opportune time as 

we are about to update and include resiliency into our zoning code, which will influence developers to invest 

in smart redevelopment in Long Beach, following the recommendations set forth in our community-driven 

Comprehensive Plan update. 

 

DOWNTOWN IDENTIFICATION 

This section should be filled out with reference to the list of desired attributes for participation in the DRI as set 

forth in the DRI program description.  

mailto:LIREDC@esd.ny.gov
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1) Boundaries of the Downtown Neighborhood. Detail the boundaries of the targeted neighborhood, 

keeping in mind that there is no minimum or maximum size, but that the neighborhood should be 

concentrated and well-defined. Core neighborhoods beyond a traditional downtown or central business 

district are eligible, if they can meet other criteria making them ripe for investment.  Attach a map that 

clearly delineates the downtown neighborhood.     

The Park Ave CBD/Long Beach Blvd. Innovation District encompasses both sides of Park Avenue from 

Laurelton Blvd. to Long Beach Blvd. and continues northward to the Long Beach Blvd. bridge. This area is 

inclusive of approximately 150 businesses, including a newly established and expanding co-working facility. 

The area also encompasses the entirety of the North Park neighborhood which is a low to moderate income, 

minority community located adjacent to industrial bayfront property that is ripe for smart and inclusive 

residential and commercial redevelopment. This area also includes the center of City government with City 

Hall, state-administered City Court, Police and Fire Departments. The current Draft Comprehensive Plan 

outlines this area for improved services, connectivity with regard to streets and accessibility for North Park, 

affordable housing, and both water-related job and recreational opportunities utilizing placemaking. 

 

2) Catchment area. Outline why the downtown, or its catchment area, is of a size sufficient to support a 

vibrant, year-round downtown, with consideration of whether there is a sizeable existing or increasing 

population within easy reach for whom this would be the primary downtown destination.   

The downtown area as explained above serves as the primary CBD for the barrier island and Island Park 

year-round with a total population of 49,761. This area has critically acclaimed restaurants, shops and 

boutiques, the LIRR, the Long Beach Movie Theatre, and has just recently opened a music venue and 

restaurant. During the summer season, the population of Long Beach doubles with additional daily and 

weekend visitors (approximately 25,000) from around the region. Long Beach also hosts major events and 

sports competitions, as well as nightly concerts and weekly movies on the beach, which draw large crowds 

to the area. Among the major annual events the City hosts are the Polar Bear Super Bowl Splash in Feburary, 

Fireworks Extravangza in July,  International Film Festival on the beach in August, and Fall Festival in the CBD 

in October – all of which draw thousands of people from around the region. .  In June 2017, for the first 

time, the City of Long Beach in conjuction with the LI LGBT Network hosted Long Island Pride, which drew 

20,000 visitors to the event for the weekend. As envisioned in the draft Comp Plan, downtown investment 

can positively impact the population through the provision of more services, a performing and cultural arts 

center (goal of actor and Long Beach native Billy Crystal) as a regional destination, additional affordable and 

mixed income housing options (strong market demand present), employment opportunities as well as open 

space/recreation opportunities in this waterfront, TOD location, only 50 minutes from NYC.      

 

3) Past Investment, future investment potential. Describe how this downtown will be able to capitalize on 

prior or catalyze future private and public investment in the neighborhood and its surrounding areas.  

The City of Long Beach is perfectly positioned to capitalize on investments because it is already occurring. 

The City has a proven track record of leveraging funding and incorporating resiliency into Post-Sandy 
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projects. The City has its own Local Development Corporation and works closely, meeting twice a month, 

with the Long Beach Chamber of Commerce. After over 15 community meetings the City is finalizing an 

update to the Comprehensive Plan and, in accordance with that plan, will begin a zoning code revision 

process this year. The plan denotes a number of redevelopment opportunities in this area. Private funding 

thus far includes the Bridgeworks co-working facility ($2.8M), potential superblock development ($300M), 

and Marketing funding ($478K) among others. Public funding in the downtown includes funding for bicycle 

lanes from DOT and DOS ($1.275M), CP/LWRP from DOS and NYSERDA ($262K), and Marketing from ESD 

and GOSR ($900K).  These and other initiatives, including a downtown streetscape pilot, have been 

supplemented or funded entirely through the City’s operating and capital budgets. Other public funding/TA 

sources include FEMA, EPA, NOAA, HUD, NYRCRP, GOSR, DOT, DOS, NYSERDA, ESD, DEC, HCR, OEM, etc.     

 

4) Recent or impending job growth. Describe how recent or impending job growth within, or in close 

proximity to, the downtown will attract professionals to an active life in the downtown, support 

redevelopment, and make growth sustainable in the long-term.  

Receiving a total of $1.4M in outside funding for a 3-year marketing initiative, which the City has continued 

with local funding, has sustained local businesses, spurred new ones and avoided an economic downturn 

post-Sandy. The City has new and exciting businesses opening each year, an average of 10 per year. The 

Comprehensive Plan outlines a growth of 574-1,050 permanent jobs in this area with the proposed 

development in the CBD and bayfront that would harness diversity and create jobs. The City is already a 

regional destination, especially for young professionals, with natural amenities, the ocean beach, public 

transportation access, recreation activities, and shops and restaurants that regularly receive media attention 

- all  within walking and/or biking distance from each other. Bridgeworks, the co-working facility, which 

opened in 2015 has already doubled its operations, opened a new space within the district and has attracted 

a new tech company from Florida, enticing even more professionals to work in close proximity to Long 

Beach’s downtown. Current growth trends mixed with the upcoming code changes will be a recipe for 

incredible job and economic growth potential. 

 

5) Attractiveness of physical environment. Identify the properties or characteristics that the downtown 

possesses that contribute, or could contribute if enhanced, to the attractiveness and livability of the 

downtown for a diverse population of varying ages, income, gender identity, ability, mobility, and cultural 

background. Consider, for example, the presence of developable mixed-use spaces, varied housing types at 

different levels of affordability, walkability and bikeability, healthy and affordable food markets, and public 

parks and gathering spaces.  

Downtown Long Beach is compact, walkable/bikeable, and attractive to millennials and other age groups. 

Data shows that Long Beach commuters bike/walk more than the national average and use our extensive 

City bus system, housed at the Multimodal Center. The Multimodal Center is located adjacent to the LIRR 

station with bicycle and car parking, as well as access to the City’s bicycle share program, providing several 

options for residents and visitors to easily move throughout the City. Also located within the downtown are 

a super market and a biweekly farmers market held in Kennedy Plaza next to the multimodal transportation 
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hub. This area is also in close proximity (approximately a 5 minute walk in either direction) to the City’s 

Ocean Beach Park and Boardwalk at the oceanfront and Recreation Campus at the bayfront. The City 

recently implemented, and will soon be expanding with state funds, a streetscape project that added more 

bike parking options, greenery, and recycling receptacles. There are a number of properties ripe for 

redevelopment within the area, some with potential for mixed use conversion, which would expand upon 

the City’s existing diversity in housing types, affordable options, and robust rental market.  With higher 

density than the surrounding region Long Beach is already a draw for residents, and redevelopment will 

expand upon the City’s continued work to create an exciting community to live, work, and play. The draft 

Comprehensive Plan outlines the need for cultural and performing arts space, open space, and mixed use 

redevelopment with access to the ocean and bayfront.  

 

6) Quality of Life policies. Articulate the policies in place that increase the livability and quality of life of the 

downtown. Examples include the use of local land banks, modern zoning codes, comprehensive plans, 

complete streets plans, transit-oriented development, non-discrimination laws, age-friendly policies, and a 

downtown management structure. If policies achieving this goal are not currently in place, describe the 

ability of the municipality to create and implement such policies.  

In 2013, the City Council adopted a Complete Streets policy to improve the quality of life for residents and 

support economic development by accommodating all modes and users of the transportation system with 

the goal of increasing walkability and bikeability. The first initiatives to stem from this policy were the 

reduction of the City’s traffic speeds to 25mph and synchronization of traffic signals to move motor vehicle 

traffic through the City easier at a reduced rate of speed. Since then, the City has secured two REDC DOS 

grants to implement this policy with bike lanes in the downtown and a streetscape program, expanding 

upon the City’s downtown streetscape pilot.  In 2015, the City, working closely with the Chamber of 

Commerce, began the Clean Team initiative which tasks Public Works crews to remove garbage and debris 

from downtown streets and sidewalks. Following the completion of the Comprehensive Plan, the City will 

undertake a complete zoning code update which will include mixed use districts, resiliency, and bayfront 

redevelopment with a strong focus on and incentives for transit oriented development (Long Beach is a 

proposed TOD in the NYMTC plan), affordable housing, and inclusionary zoning. The adoption of the 

Comprehensive Plan will enable Long Beach to issue an RFQ for a master developer. Additional non-

discrimination laws the City has adopted in recent years include protection for transgender City workers, a 

Minority and Women-owned Business Enterprise requirement for contracts and a Language Access Policy 

for individuals with limited English proficiency (LEP). 

 

7) Support for the local vision. Describe the public participation and engagement process conducted to 

support the DRI application, and the support of local leaders and stakeholders for pursuing a vision of 

downtown revitalization. Describe the commitment among local leaders and stakeholders to preparing and 

implementing a strategic investment plan. Identify an initial local lead for the program that will work with 

outside experts to convene a local DRI Planning Committee to oversee the plan.  
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Support for downtown revitalization has been captured through 6 Community Advisory Committee (CAC) 

meetings, 15 public meetings, focus groups and surveys held for the Comp Plan the past two years as well as 

the post Sandy NYRCRP public meetings and surveys, all captured on the Long Beach Listens webpage. The 

CAC is a diverse group of local community leaders. The Concerned Citizens of North Park working with 

Harvard, Hofstra and Erase Racism had also conducted additional planning that was incorporated into the 

draft Comp Plan and was well received. Planning and support for the revitalization of this area goes back 

decades. Support for downtown revitalization is also captured in the attached letters of support provided by 

State Senator Todd Kaminsky, Assemblywoman Melissa Miller, the Long Beach Chamber of Commerce and 

Bridgeworks co-working space owner Philip Beck. The CAC can be the core group for the DRI Planning 

Committee, with the experienced Department of Economic Development and Planning positioned to act as 

the local lead for the program.  The City is positioned to create and implement a strategic investment plan 

based upon our successful track record of working with local leaders and stakeholders.  

 

8) Readiness: Describe opportunities to build on the strengths described above, including a range of 

transformative projects that will be ready for implementation with an infusion of DRI funds within the first 

one to two years (depending on the scope and complexity of the project) and which may leverage DRI 

funding with private investment or other funds.  Such projects could address economic development, 

transportation, housing, and community development needs. While such projects should have 

demonstrated public support, it is recognized that projects will ultimately be vetted by the Local Planning 

Committee and the State. Explain how the majority of projects proposed for DRI funding demonstrate their 

readiness for implementation. 

If awarded, the DRI funds would transform the City of Long Beach, from an already exciting place to live and 

visit, to a more revitalized, resilient, and effective downtown. In year one, we would be ready to move 

quickly on a number of projects. The first would be feasibility studies for Park Avenue and the Bayfront. The 

studies would leverage the concepts from the draft Comprehensive Plan and dive deeper into the proposals 

brought forth to learn specific economic and spatial details, which would make the properties more easily 

developable for private investors. The second project would be a total redevelopment of Park Avenue, 

including but not limited to center parking mall redesigns, landscaping, streetscaping furniture, bicycle lanes, 

and pedestrian improvements, including crosswalks and upgraded crossing signals. This project would 

improve the safety, accessibility, and aesthetics of the area and would increase economic development in 

the downtown. Upon completion of those projects, larger scale projects will be ready to move forward, 

beginning with the redevelopment of the City Hall property. This project is proposed in the draft 

Comprehensive Plan and is feasible is year one, as the City owns the property. The proposed City Hall parcel 

concept is part of a larger plan for the entirety of the downtown, set forth in the draft Comprehensive Plan, 

in which our community envisions mixed use redevelopment with retail and mixed-income and affordable 

housing, focusing on transit oriented development, centered around a performing and cultural arts space. 

The City has had a number of interested developers for both Bayfront and downtown redevelopment 

projects, so we are confident that if awarded the DRI money, we would be able to move quickly on the 

projects proposed for both Park Avenue and the City Hall parcel. 
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9) Administrative Capacity. Describe the extent of the existing local administrative capacity to manage this 

initiative, including potential oversight of concurrent contracts.  

As previously said, the Department of Economic Development and Planning is positioned with the 

experience to act as the local lead for the program and working with the Department of Public Works, 

Building Department and Corporation Counsel would manage the Downtown Revitalization Initiative. These 

departments have a history of working closely together on different projects, some of which include state 

and federal grant funded projects, site plan review, zoning and architectural review boards oversight, road 

reconstruction projects, implementing bicycle lanes, streetscape initiatives, etc. All departments have a 

history of overseeing multiple grants, consultants and contracts at one time. We are confident these 

departments within the City have the administrative capacity to oversee and manage the process. 

 

10) Other. Provide any other information that informed the nomination of this downtown for a DRI award.  

The current state funded draft Comprehensive Plan and Local Waterfront Revitalization Plan (expected to be 

complete mid 2017) have considered the existing conditions of Long Beach, captured public sentiment about 

future development through extensive public outreach and outlined resilient opportunities Post-Sandy for 

the defined area complete with conceptual images backed by an initial economic analysis. This foundation of 

information and action items outlined with associated funding resources can be used as a catalyst for the 

next phase that will update the City’s zoning code and positon the City to issue an RFQ for the developable 

properties. The City’s initiatives undertaken have been in line with the LIREDC vision and have been 

described throughout this application. They include the identification and redevelopment of the Long Beach 

Blvd. Innovation District and expanding transportation infrastructure to incorporate resiliency, Complete 

Streets, and improved accessibility. The City is overcoming historical racism through the Empower North 

Park Initiative where inclusivity is being pursued and collaborative efforts and services are tackling the 

issues. 

 

 

*Don’t forget to attach a map that clearly delineates the downtown neighborhood. (See item 1.)    



 


